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Abstract
Load balancing is critical for distributed storage to meet
strict service-level objectives (SLOs). It has been shown that
a fast cache can guarantee load balancing for a clustered stor-
age system. However, when the system scales out to multiple
clusters, the fast cache itself would become the bottleneck.
Traditional mechanisms like cache partition and cache repli-
cation either result in load imbalance between cache nodes
or have high overhead for cache coherence.
We present DistCache, a new distributed caching mech-
anism that provides provable load balancing for large-scale
storage systems. DistCache co-designs cache allocation with
cache topology and query routing. The key idea is to par-
tition the hot objects with independent hash functions be-
tween cache nodes in different layers, and to adaptively route
queries with the power-of-two-choices. We prove that Dist-
Cache enables the cache throughput to increase linearly with
the number of cache nodes, by unifying techniques from ex-
pander graphs, network flows, and queuing theory. Dist-
Cache is a general solution that can be applied to many stor-
age systems. We demonstrate the benefits of DistCache by
providing the design, implementation, and evaluation of the
use case for emerging switch-based caching.
1 Introduction
Modern planetary-scale Internet services (e.g., search, so-
cial networking and e-commerce) are powered by large-scale
storage systems that span hundreds to thousands of servers
across tens to hundreds of racks [1, 2, 3, 4]. To ensure sat-
isfactory user experience, the storage systems are expected
to meet strict service-level objectives (SLOs), regardless of
the workload distribution. A key challenge for scaling out
is to achieve load balancing. Because real-world workloads
are usually highly-skewed [5, 6, 7, 8], some nodes receive
more queries than others, causing hot spots and load imbal-
ance. The system is bottlenecked by the overloaded nodes,
resulting in low throughput and long tail latencies.
Caching is a common mechanism to achieve load balanc-
ing [9, 10, 11]. An attractive property of caching is that
caching O(n logn) hottest objects is enough to balance n
storage nodes, regardless of the query distribution [9]. The
cache size only relates to the number of storage nodes, de-
spite the number of objects stored in the system. Such prop-
erty leads to recent advancements like SwitchKV [10] and
NetCache [11] for balancing clustered key-value stores.
Unfortunately, the small cache solution cannot scale out
to multiple clusters. Using one cache node per cluster only
provides intra-cluster load balancing, but not inter-cluster
load balancing. For a large-scale storage system across many
clusters, the load between clusters (where each cluster can
be treated as one “big server”) would be imbalanced. Using
another cache node, however, is not sufficient, because the
caching mechanism requires the cache to process all queries
to the O(n logn) hottest objects [9]. In other words, the
cache throughput needs to be no smaller than the aggregate
throughput of the storage nodes.
As such, it requires another caching layer with multiple
cache nodes for inter-cluster load balancing. The challenge
is on cache allocation. Naively replicating hot objects to
all cache nodes incurs high overhead for cache coherence.
On the other hand, simply partitioning hot objects between
the cache nodes would cause the load to be imbalanced be-
tween the cache nodes. The system throughput would still be
bottlenecked by one cache node under highly-skewed work-
loads. Thus, the key is to carefully partition and replicate hot
objects, in order to avoid load imbalance between the cache
nodes, and to reduce the overhead for cache coherence.
We present DistCache, a new distributed caching mech-
anism that provides provable load balancing for large-scale
storage systems. DistCache enables a “one big cache” ab-
straction, i.e., an ensemble of fast cache nodes acts as a single
ultra-fast cache. DistCache co-designs cache allocation with
multi-layer cache topology and query routing. The key idea
is to use independent hash functions to partition hot objects
between the cache nodes in different layers, and to apply the
power-of-two-choices [12] to adaptively route queries.
Using independent hash functions for cache partitioning
ensures that if a cache node is overloaded in one layer, then
the set of hot objects in this node would be distributed to
multiple cache nodes in another layer with high probability.
This intuition is backed up by a rigorous analysis that lever-
ages expander graphs and network flows, i.e., we prove that
there exists a solution to split queries between different lay-
ers so that no cache node would be overloaded in any layer.
Further, since a hot object is only replicated in each layer
once, it incurs minimal overhead for cache coherence.
Using the power-of-two-choices for query routing pro-
vides an efficient, distributed, online solution to split the
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queries between the layers. The queries are routed to the
cache nodes in a distributed way based on cache loads, with-
out central coordination and without knowing what is the op-
timal solution for query splitting upfront. We leverage queu-
ing theory to show it is asymptotically optimal. The ma-
jor difference between our problem and the balls-and-bins
problem in the original power-of-two-choices algorithm [12]
is that our problem hashes objects into cache nodes, and
queries to the same object reuse the same hash functions to
choose hash nodes, instead of using a new random source to
sample two nodes for each query. We show that the power-
of-two-choices makes a “life-or-death” improvement in our
problem, instead of a “shaving off a log n” improvement.
DistCache is a general caching mechanism that can be
applied to many storage systems, e.g., in-memory caching
for SSD-based storage like SwitchKV [10] and switch-based
caching for in-memory storage like NetCache [11]. We
provide a concrete system design to scale out NetCache to
demonstrate the power of DistCache. We design both the
control and data planes to realize DistCache for the emerg-
ing switch-based caching. The controller is highly scalable
as it is off the critical path. It is only responsible for com-
puting the cache partitions and is not involved in handling
queries. Each cache switch has a local agent that manages
the hot objects of its own partition.
The data plane design exploits the capability of pro-
grammable switches, and makes innovative use of in-
network telemetry beyond traditional network monitoring to
realize application-level functionalities—disseminating the
loads of cache switches by piggybacking in packet headers,
in order to aid the power-of-two-choices. We apply a two-
phase update protocol to ensure cache coherence.
In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We design and analyze DistCache, a new distributed
caching mechanism that provides provable load balancing
for large-scale storage systems (§3).
• We apply DistCache to a use case of emerging switch-
based caching, and design a concrete system to scale out
an in-memory storage rack to multiple racks (§4).
• We implement a prototype with Barefoot Tofino switches
and commodity servers, and integrate it with Redis (§5).
Experimental results show that DistCache scales out lin-
early with the number of racks, and the cache coherence
protocol incurs minimal overhead (§6).
2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Small, Fast Cache for Load Balancing
As a building block of Internet applications, it is critical for
storage systems to meet strict SLOs. Ideally, given the per-
node throughput T , a storage system with n nodes should
guarantee a total throughput of n · T . However, real-world
workloads are usually high-skewed, making it challenging
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Figure 1: Background on caching. If the cache node can
absorb all queries to the hottest O(n logn) objects, the load
on the storage nodes is guaranteed to be balanced [9].
to guarantee performance [5, 6, 7, 8]. For example, a mea-
surement study on the Memcached deployment shows that
about 60-90% of queries go to the hottest 10% objects [5].
Caching is a common mechanism to achieve load bal-
ancing for distributed storage, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Previous work has proven that if the cache node can ab-
sorb all queries to the hottest O(n logn) objects, then the
load on n storage servers is guaranteed to be balanced, de-
spite query distribution and the total number of objects [9].
However, it also requires that the cache throughput needs
to be at least n · T to not become the system bottleneck.
Based on this theoretical foundation, SwitchKV [10] uses
an in-memory cache to balance SSD-based storage nodes,
and NetCache [11] uses a switch-based cache to balance
in-memory storage nodes. Empirically, these systems have
shown that caching a few thousand objects is enough for
balancing a hundred storage nodes, even for highly-skewed
workloads like Zipfian-0.9 and Zipfian-0.99 [10, 11].
2.2 Scaling out Distributed Storage
The requirement on the cache performance limits the sys-
tem scale. Suppose the throughput of a cache node is T˜ =
c ·T . The system can scale to at most a cluster of c storage
nodes. For example, given that the typical throughput of a
switch is 10-100 times of that of a server, NetCache [11] can
only guarantee load balancing for 10-100 storage servers.
As such, existing solutions like SwitchKV [10] and Net-
Cache [11] are constrained to one storage cluster, which is
typically one or two racks of servers.
For a cloud-scale distributed storage system that spans
many clusters, the load between the clusters can become im-
balanced, as shown in Figure 2(a). Naively, we can put an-
other cache node in front of all clusters to balance the load
between clusters. At first glance, this seems a nice solution,
since we can first use a cache node in each cluster for intra-
cluster load balancing, and then use an upper-layer cache
node for inter-cluster load balancing. However, now each
cluster becomes a “big server”, of which the throughput is
already T˜ . Using only one cache node cannot meet the cache
throughput requirement, which is mT˜ for m clusters. While
using multiple upper-layer cache nodes like Figure 2(b) can
potentially meet this requirement, it brings the question of
how to allocate hot objects to the upper-layer cache nodes.
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Figure 2: Motivation. (a) A cache node only guarantees load
balancing for its own cluster, but the load between clusters
can be unbalanced. (b) Use one cache node in each cluster
for intra-cluster load balancing, and another layer of cache
nodes for inter-cluster load balancing. The challenge is on
cache allocation.
We examine two traditional cache allocation mechanisms.
Cache partition. A straightforward solution is to partition
the object space between the upper-layer cache nodes. Each
cache node only caches the hot objects of its own partition.
In this case, a write query will update only one upper-layer
cache node for cache coherence. Cache partition works well
for uniform workloads, as the cache throughput can grow
linearly with the number of cache nodes. But remember that
under uniform workloads, the load on the storage nodes is
already balanced, obviating the need for caching in the first
place. The whole purpose of caching is to guarantee load
balancing for skewed workloads. Unfortunately, cache parti-
tion strategy would cause load imbalance between the upper-
layer cache nodes, because multiple hot objects can be parti-
tioned to the same upper-layer cache node, making one cache
node become the system bottleneck.
Cache replication. Cache replication replicates the hot ob-
jects to all the upper-layer cache nodes, and the queries can
be uniformly sent to them. As such, cache replication en-
sures that the load between the cache nodes is balanced, and
the throughput of caching can grow linearly with the number
of cache nodes. However, cache replication introduces high
overhead for cache coherence. When there is a write query
to a cached object, the system needs to update both the pri-
mary copy at the storage node and the cached copies at the
cache nodes, which often requires an expensive two-phase
update protocol for cache coherence. As compared to cache
partition which only caches a hot object in one upper-layer
cache node, cache replication needs to update all the upper-
layer cache nodes for cache coherence. This update proce-
dure for cache coherence significantly degrades the through-
put of write queries.
Challenge. Cache partition has low overhead for cache co-
herence, but cannot increase the cache throughput linearly
with the number of cache nodes; cache replication achieves
the opposite. Therefore, the main challenge is to carefully
partition and replicate the hot objects, in order to (i) avoid
load imbalance between upper-layer cache nodes, and to (ii)
reduce the overhead for cache coherence.
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Figure 3: Key idea. (i) Use independent hash functions to
partition hot objects in different layers. (ii) Use the power-
of-two-choices to route queries, e.g., route Get(A) to either
cache node C1 or cache node C3 based on cache load.
3 DistCache Caching Mechanism Design
3.1 Key Idea
We design DistCache, a new distributed caching mechanism
to address the challenge described in §2.2. As illustrated by
Figure 3, our key idea is to use independent hash functions
for cache allocation and the power-of-two-choices for query
routing, in order to balance the load between cache nodes.
Our mechanism only caches an object at most once in a layer,
incurring minimal overhead for cache coherence. We first
describe the mechanism and the intuitions, and then show
why it works in §3.2.
Cache allocation with independent hash functions. Our
mechanism partitions the object space with independent hash
functions in different layers. The lower-layer cache nodes
primarily guarantee intra-cluster load balancing, each of
which only caches hot objects for its own cluster, and thus
each cluster appears as one “big server”. The upper-layer
cache nodes are primarily for inter-cluster load balancing,
and use a different hash function for partitioning. The in-
tuition is that if one cache node in a layer is overloaded by
receiving too many queries to its cached objects, because the
hash functions of the two layers are independent, the set of
hot objects would be distributed to multiple cache nodes in
another layer with high probability. Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample. While cache node C3 in the lower layer is overloaded
with three hot objects (A, B and C), the three objects are
distributed to three cache nodes (C0, C1 and C2) in the up-
per layer. The upper-layer cache nodes only need to absorb
queries for objects (e.g., A and B) that cause the imbalance
between the clusters, and do not need to process queries for
objects (e.g., D and F) that already spread out in the lower-
layer cache nodes.
Query routing with the power-of-two-choices. The cache
allocation strategy only tells that there exists a way to han-
dle queries without overloading any cache nodes, but it does
not tell how the queries should be split between the layers.
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Conceivably, we could use a controller to collect global mea-
surement statistics to infer the query distribution. Then the
controller can compute an optimal solution and enforce it at
the senders. Such an approach has high system complexity,
and the responsiveness to dynamic workloads depends on the
agility of the control loop.
Our mechanism uses an efficient, distributed, online solu-
tion based on the power-of-two-choices [12] to route queries.
Specifically, the sender of a query only needs to look at the
loads of the cache nodes that cache the queried object, and
sends the query to the less-loaded node. For example, the
query Get(A) in Figure 3 is routed to either C1 or C3 based
on their loads. The key advantage of our solution is that: it
is distributed, so that it does not require a centralized con-
troller or any coordination between senders; it is online, so
that it does not require a controller to measure the query dis-
tribution and compute the solution, and the senders do not
need to know the solution upfront; it is efficient, so that
its performance is close to the optimal solution computed
by a controller with perfect global information (as shown in
§3.2). Queries to hit a lower-layer cache node can either pass
through an arbitrary upper-layer node, or totally bypass the
upper-layer cache nodes, depending on the actual use case,
which we describe in §3.4.
Cache size and multi-layer hierarchical caching. Suppose
there are m clusters and each cluster has l servers. First, we
let each lower-layer cache node cache O(l log l) objects for
its own cluster for intra-cluster load balancing, so that a total
of O(ml log l) objects are cached in the lower layer and each
cluster appears like one “big server”. Then for inter-cluster
load balancing, the upper-layer cache nodes only need to
cache a total of O(m logm) objects. This is different from
a single ultra-fast cache at a front-end that handles all ml
servers directly. In that case, O(ml log(ml)) objects need to
be cached based on the result in [9]. However, in DistCache,
we have an extra upper-layer (with the same total throughput
as ml servers) to “refine” the query distribution that goes to
the lower-layer, which reduces the effective cache size in the
lower layer to O(ml log l). Thus, this is not a contradiction
with the result in [9]. While these O(m logm) inter-cluster
hot objects also need to be cached in the lower layer to en-
able the power-of-two-choices, most of them are also hot in-
side the clusters and thus have already been contained in the
O(ml log l) intra-cluster hot objects.
Our mechanism can be applied recursively for multi-layer
hierarchical caching. Specifically, applying the mechanism
to layer i can balance the load for a set of “big servers” in
layer i-1. Query routing uses the power-of-k-choices for k
layers. Note that using more layers actually increases the
total number of cache nodes, since each layer needs to pro-
vide a total throughput at least equal to that of all storage
nodes. The benefit of doing so is on reducing the cache size.
When the number of clusters is no more than a few hundred,
a cache node has enough memory with two layers.
3.2 Analysis
Prior work [9] has shown that caching O(n logn) hottest ob-
jects in a single cache node can balance the load for n storage
nodes for any query distribution. In our work, we replace the
single cache node with multiple cache nodes in two layers to
support a larger scale. Therefore, based on our argument on
the cache size in §3.1, we need to prove that the two-layer
cache can absorb all queries to the hottest O(m logm) ob-
jects under any query distribution for all m clusters. We first
define a mathematical model to formalize this problem.
System model. There are k hot objects {o0,o1, . . . ,ok−1}
with query distribution P = {p0, p1, . . . , pk−1}, where pi de-
notes the fraction of queries for object oi, and ∑k−1i=0 pi =
1. The total query rate is R, and the query rate for ob-
ject oi is ri = pi · R. There are in total 2m cache nodes
that are organized to two groups A = {a0,a1, ...,am−1} and
B = {b0,b1, ...,bm−1}, which represent the upper and lower
layers, respectively. The throughput of each cache node is T˜ .
The objects are mapped to the cache nodes with two inde-
pendent hash functions h0(x) and h1(x). Object oi is cached
in a j0 in group A and b j1 in group B, where j0 = h0(i) and
j1 = h1(i). A query to oi can be served by either a j0 or b j1 .
Goal. Our goal is to evaluate the total query rate R the cache
nodes can support, in terms of m and T˜ , regardless of query
distribution P, as well as the relationship between k and m.
Ideally, we would like R ≈ αmT˜ where α is a small con-
stant (e.g., 1), so that the operator can easily provision the
cache nodes to meet the cache throughput requirement (i.e.,
no smaller than the total throughput of storage nodes).
If we can set k to be O(m logm), it means that the cache
nodes can absorb all queries to the hottest O(m logm) ob-
jects, despite query distribution. Combining this result with
the cache size argument in §3.1, we can prove that the dis-
tributed caching mechanism can provide performance guar-
antees for large-scale storage systems across multiple clus-
ters.
A perfect matching problem in a bipartite graph. The
key observation of our analysis is that the problem can be
converted to finding a perfect matching in a bipartite graph.
Intuitively, if a perfect matching exists, the requests to k hot
objects can be completely absorbed from the two layers of
cache nodes. Specifically, we construct a bipartite graph
G = (U,V,E), where U is the set of vertices on the left, V
is the set of vertices on the right, and E is the set of edges.
Let U represent the set of objects, i.e., U = {o0,o1, ...,ok−1}.
Let V represent the set of cache nodes, i.e., V = A∪ B =
{a0,a1, ...,am−1,b0,b1, ...,bm−1}. Let E represent the hash
functions mapping from the objects to the cache nodes, i.e.,
E = {eoi,a j0 |h0(i) = j0}∪{eoi,b j1 |h1(i) = j1}. Given a query
distribution P and a total query rate R, we define a perfect
matching in G to represent that the workload can be sup-
ported by the cache nodes.
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Figure 4: Example for analysis. (a) A bipartite graph con-
structed for the scenario in Figure 3. (b) A perfect matching
for query routing when all objects have a query rate of 1, and
all cache nodes have a throughput of 1.
Definition 1. Let Γ(v) be the set of neighbors of vertex v
in G. A weight assignment W = {wi, j ∈ [0, T˜ ]|ei, j ∈ E} is a
perfect matching of G if
1. ∀oi ∈U : ∑v∈Γ(oi)woi,v = pi ·R, and
2. ∀v ∈V : ∑u∈Γ(v)wu,v ≤ T˜ .
In this definition, wi, j denotes the portion of the queries to
object i served by cache node j. Condition 1 ensures that for
any object oi, its query rate pi ·R is fully served. Condition
2 ensures that for any cache node v, its load is no more than
T˜ , i.e., no single cache node is overloaded.
When a perfect matching exists, it is feasible to serve all
the queries by the cache nodes. We use the example in Fig-
ure 4 to illustrate this. Figure 4(a) shows the bipartite graph
constructed for the scenario in Figure 3, which contains six
hot objects (A-F) and six cache nodes in two layers (C0-C5).
The edges are built based on two hash functions h0(x) and
h1(x). Figure 4(b) shows a perfect matching for the case
that all objects have the same query rate ri = 1 and all cache
nodes have the same throughput T˜ = 1. The number besides
an edge denotes the weight of an edge, i.e., the rate of the
object served by the cache node. For instance, all queries to
A are served by C1. This is a simple example to illustrate
the problem. In general, the query rates of the objects do not
have to be the same, and the queries to one object may be
served by multiple cache nodes.
Step 1: existence of a perfect matching. We first show the
existence of a perfect matching for any given total rate R and
any query distribution P. We have the following lemma to
demonstrate how big the total rate R can be in terms of T˜ , for
any P. For the full proof of Lemma 1, we refer the readers to
§A.2 in the Appendix.
Lemma 1. Let α be a suitably small constant. If k ≤ mβ
for some constant β (i.e., k and m are polynomial-related)
and maxi(pi) ·R ≤ T˜/2, then for any ε > 0, there exists a
perfect matching for R= (1−ε)α ·mT˜ and any P, with high
probability for sufficiently large m.
Proof sketch of Lemma 1: We utilize the results and tech-
niques developed from expander graphs and network flows.
(i) We first show that G has the so-called expansion property
with high probability. Intuitively, the property states that the
neighborhood of any subset of nodes in U expands, i.e., for
any S⊆U , |Γ(S)| ≥ |S|. It has been observed that such prop-
erties exist in a wide range of random graphs [13]. While
our G behaves similar to random bipartite graphs, we need
the expansion property to hold for S in any size, which is
stricter than the standard definition (which assumes S is not
too large) and thus requires more delicate probabilistic tech-
niques. (ii) We then show that if a graph has the expansion
property, then it has a perfect matching. This step can be
viewed as a generalization of Hall’s theorem [14] in our set-
ting. Hall’s theorem states that a balanced bipartite graph
has a perfect (non-fractional) matching if and only if for any
subset S of the left nodes, |Γ(S)| ≥ |S|. and perfect matching
can be fractional. This step can be proved by the max-flow-
min-cut theorem, i.e., expansion implies large cut, and then
implies large matching.
Step 2: finding a perfect matching. Demonstrating the ex-
istence of a perfect matching is insufficient since it just en-
sures the queries can be absorbed but does not give the actual
weight assignment W , i.e., how the cache nodes should serve
queries for each P to achieve R. This means that the system
would require an algorithm to compute W and an mecha-
nism to enforce W . As discussed in §3.1, instead of doing
so, we use the power-of-two-choices to “emulate” the perfect
matching, without the need to know what the perfect match-
ing is. The quality of the mechanism is backed by Lemma 2,
which we prove using queuing theory. The detailed proof
can be found in §A.3.
Lemma 2. If a perfect matching exists for G, then the power-
of-two-choices process is stationary.
Stationary means that the load on the cache nodes would
converge, and the system is “sustainable” in the sense that
the system will never “blow up” (i.e., build up queues in a
cache node and eventually drop queries) with query rate R.
Proof sketch of Lemma 2: Showing this lemma requires us
to use a powerful building block in query theory presented
in [15, 16]. Consider 2m exponential random variables with
rate T˜i > 0. Each non-empty set of cache nodes S⊆ [2m], has
an associated Poisson arrival process with rate λS ≥ 0 that
joins the shortest queue in S with ties broken randomly. For
each non-empty subset Q ⊆ [2m], define the traffic intensity
on Q as
ρQ =
∑S⊆QλS
µQ
,
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where µQ = ∑i∈Q T˜i. Note that the total rate at which ob-
jects served by Q can be greater than the numerator of (3.2)
since other requests may be allowed to be served by some
or all of the cache nodes in Q. Let ρmax = maxQ⊆[2m]{ρQ}.
Given the result in [15, 16], if we can show ρmax < 1, then
the Markov process is positive recurrent and has a stationary
distribution. In fact, our cache querying can be described as
the following arrival process.
Define D(i) = {ah0(i),bh1(i)}. Let S be an arbitrary subset
of {A,B}. Define λS as:
• If S = {ai,b j} for some i and j, let
λS =∑
i≤k
(I(D(i) = S))piR,
where I(·) is an indicator function that sets to 1 if and
only if its argument is true.
• Otherwise, λS = 0.
Finally, we show that ρmax is less than 1 (refer to §A.2) and
thus the process is stationary.
Step 3: main theorem. Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,
we can prove that our distributed caching mechanism is able
to provide a performance guarantee, despite query distribu-
tion.
Theorem 1. Let α be a suitable constant. If k ≤ mβ for
some constant β (i.e., k and m are polynomial-related) and
maxi(pi) ·R≤ T˜/2, then for any ε > 0, the system is station-
ary for R = (1− ε)α ·mT˜ and any P, with high probability
for sufficiently large m.
Interpretation of the main theorem: As long as the query
rate of a single hot object oi is no larger than T˜/2 (e.g., half
of the entire throughput in a cluster rack), DistCache can
support a query rate of ≈ mT˜ for any query distributions to
the k hot objects (where k can be fairly large in terms of m) by
using the power-of-two-choices protocol to route the queries
to the cached objects. The key takeaways are presented in
the following section.
3.3 Remarks
Our problem isn’t a balls-in-bins problem using the original
power-of-two-choices. The major difference is that our prob-
lem hashes objects into cache nodes, and queries to the same
object by reusing the same hash functions, instead of using a
new random source to sample two nodes for each query. In
fact, without using the power-of-two-choices, the system is
in non-stationary. This means that the power-of-two-choices
makes a “life-or-death” improvement in our problem, instead
of a “shaving off a log n” improvement. While we refer to the
Appendix for detailed discussions, we have a few important
remarks.
• Nonuniform number of cache nodes in two layers. For
simplicity we use the same number of m cache nodes per
layer in the system. However, we can generalize the anal-
ysis to accommodate the cases of different numbers of
caches nodes in two layers, as long as min(m0,m1) is suf-
ficiently large, where m0 and m1 are the number of upper-
layer and lower-layer cache nodes respectively. While it
requires m to be sufficiently large, it is not a severe restric-
tion, because the load imbalance issue is only significant
when m is large.
• Nonuniform throughput of cache nodes in two groups.
Although our analysis assumes the throughput of a cache
node is T˜ , we can generalize it to accommodate the cases
of nonuniform throughput by treating a cache node with
a large throughput as multiple smaller cache nodes with a
small throughput.
• Cache size. As long as the number of objects and the
number of cache nodes are polynomially-related (k≤mβ ),
the system is able to provide the performance guarantee. It
is more relaxed than O(m logm). Therefore, by setting k=
O(m logm), the cache nodes are able to absorb all queries
to the hottest O(m logm) objects, making the load on the
m clusters balanced.
• Maximum query rate for one object. The theorem re-
quires that the maximum query rate for one object is no
bigger than half the throughput of one cache node. This
is not a strict requirement for the system, because a cache
node is orders of magnitude faster than a storage node.
• Performance guarantee. The system can guarantee a to-
tal throughput of R = (1−ε)α ·mT , which scales linearly
with m and T . In practice, α is close to 1.
3.4 Use Cases
DistCache is a general solution that can be applied to scale
out various storage systems (e.g., key-value stores and file
systems) using different storage mediums (e.g., HDD, SDD
and DRAM). We describe two use cases.
Distributed in-memory caching. Based on the performance
gap between DRAMs and SSDs, a fast in-memory cache
node can be used balance an SSD-based storage cluster, such
as SwitchKV [10]. DistCache can scale out SwitchKV by
using another layer of in-memory cache nodes to balance
multiple SwitchKV clusters. While it is true that multiple in-
memory cache nodes can be balanced using a faster switch-
based cache node, applying DistCache obviates the need to
introduce a new component (i.e., a switch-based cache) to
the system. Since the queries are routed to the cache and stor-
age nodes by the network, queries to the lower-layer cache
nodes can totally bypass the upper-layer cache nodes.
Distributed switch-based caching. Many low-latency stor-
age systems for interactive web services use more expensive
in-memory designs. An in-memory storage rack can be bal-
anced by a switch-based cache like NetCache [11], which
directly caches the hot objects in the data plane of the ToR
switch. DistCache can scale out NetCache to multiple racks
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by caching hot objects in a higher layer of the network topol-
ogy, e.g., the spine layer in a two-layer leaf-spine network.
As discussed in the remarks (§3.3), DistCache accommo-
dates the cases that the number of spine switches is smaller
and each spine switch is faster. As for query routing, while
queries to hit the leaf cache switches need to inevitably go
through the spine switches, these queries can be arbitrarily
routed through any spine switches, so that the load on the
spine switches can be balanced.
Note that while existing solutions (e.g., NetCache [11]) di-
rectly embeds caching in the switches which may raise con-
cerns on deployment, another option for easier deployment
is to use the cache switches as stand-alone specialized appli-
ances that are separated from the switches in the datacenter
network. DistCache can be applied to scale out these spe-
cialized switch-based caching appliances as well.
4 DistCache for Switch-Based Caching
To demonstrate the benefits of DistCache, we provide a con-
crete system design for the emerging switch-based caching.
A similar design can be applied to other use cases as well.
4.1 System Architecture
Emerging switch-based caching, such as NetCache [11] is
limited to one storage rack. We apply DistCache to switch-
based caching to provide load balancing for cloud-scale key-
value stores that span many racks. Figure 5 shows the archi-
tecture for a two-layer leaf-spine datacenter network.
Cache Controller. The controller computes the cache par-
titions, and notifies the cache switches. It updates the cache
allocation under system reconfigurations, e.g., adding new
racks and cache switches, and system failures; and thus up-
dating the allocation is an infrequent task. We assume the
controller is reliable by replicating on multiple servers with
a consensus protocol such as Paxos [17]. The controller is
not involved in handling storage queries in the data plane.
Cache switches. The cache switches provide two critical
functionalities for DistCache: (1) caching hot key-value ob-
jects; (2) distributing switch load information for query rout-
ing. First, a local agent in the switch OS receives its cache
partition from the controller, and manages the hot objects for
its partition in the data plane. Second, the cache switches
implement a lightweight in-network telemetry mechanism to
distribute their load information by piggybacking in packet
headers. The functionalities for DistCache are invoked by a
reserved L4 port, so that DistCache does not affect other net-
work functionalities. We use existing L2/L3 network proto-
cols to route packets, and do not modify other network func-
tionalities already in the switch.
ToR switches at client racks. The ToR switches at client
racks provide query routing. It uses the power-of-two-
choices to decide which cache switch to send a query to, and
uses existing L2/L3 network protocols to route the query.
Storage servers. The storage servers host the key-value
store. DistCache runs a shim layer in each storage server to
integrate the in-network cache with existing key-value store
software like Redis [18] and Memcached [19]. The shim
layer also implements a cache coherence protocol to guaran-
tee the consistency between the servers and cache switches.
Clients. DistCache provides a client library for applications
to access the key-value store. The library provides an in-
terface similar to existing key-value stores. It maps function
calls from applications to DistCache query packets, and gath-
ers DistCache reply packets to generate function returns.
4.2 Query Handling
A key advantage of DistCache is that it provides a distributed
on-path cache to serve queries at line rate. Read queries on
cached objects (i.e., cache hit) are directly replied by the
cache switches, without the need to visit storage servers;
read queries on uncached objects (i.e., cache miss) and write
queries are forwarded to storage servers, without any rout-
ing detour. Further, while the cache is distributed, our query
routing mechanism based on the power-of-two-choices en-
sures that the load between the cache switches is balanced.
Query routing at client ToR switches. Clients send queries
via the client library, which simply translates function calls
to query packets. The complexity of query routing is done at
the ToR switches of the client racks. The ToR switches use
the switch on-chip memory to store the loads of the cache
switches. For each read query, they compare the loads of the
switches that contain the queried object in their partitions,
and pick the less-loaded cache switch for the query. After the
cache switch is chosen, they use the existing routing mech-
anism to send the query to the cache switch. The routing
mechanism can pick a routing path that balances the traffic in
the network, which is orthogonal to this paper. Our prototype
uses a mechanism similar to CONGA [20] and HULA [21]
to choose the least loaded path to the cache switch.
For a cache hit, the cache switch copies the value from
its on-chip memory to the packet, and returns the packet
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Figure 6: Query handling for Get(A). S6 uses the power-of-two-choices to decide whether to send Get(A) to S1 or S3. (a) Upon
a cache hit, the switch directly replies the query, without visiting the storage server. (b, c) Upon a cache miss, the query is
forwarded to the storage server without routing detour.
to the client. For a cache miss, the cache switch forwards
the packet to the corresponding storage server that stores
the queried object. Then the server processes the query and
replies to the client. Figure 6 shows an example. A client
in rack R3 sends a query to read object A. Suppose A is
cached in switch S1 and S3, and is stored in a server in rack
R0. The ToR switch S6 uses the power-of-two-choices to
decide whether to choose S1 or S3. Upon a cache hit, the
cache switch (either S1 or S3) directly replies to the client
(Figure 6(a)). Upon a cache miss, the query is sent to the
server. But no matter whether the leaf cache (Figure 6(b))
or the spine cache (Figure 6(c)) is chosen, there is no routing
detour for the query to reach R0 after a cache miss.
Write queries are directly forwarded to the storage servers
that contain the objects. The servers implement a cache co-
herence protocol for data consistency as described in §4.3.
Query processing at cache switches. Cache switches use
the on-chip memory to cache objects in their own partitions.
In programmable switches such as Barefoot Tofino [22], the
on-chip memory is organized as register arrays spanning
multiple stages in the packet processing pipeline. The pack-
ets can read and update the register arrays at line rate. We
uses the same mechanism as NetCache [11] to implement a
key-value cache that can support variable-length values, and
a heavy-hitter (HH) detector that the switch local agent uses
to decide what top k hottest objects in its partition to cache.
In-network telemetry for cache load distribution. We use
a light-weight in-network telemetry mechanism to distribute
the cache load information for query routing. The mecha-
nism piggybacks the switch load (i.e., the total number of
packets in the last second) in the packet headers of reply
packets, and thus incurs minimal overhead. Specifically,
when a reply packet of a query passes a cache switch, the
cache switch adds its load to the packet header. Then when
the reply packet reaches the ToR switch of the client rack,
the ToR switch retrieves the load in the packet header to up-
date the load stored in its on-chip memory. To handle the
case that the cache load may become stale without enough
traffic for piggybacking, we can add a simple aging mecha-
nism that would gradually decrease a load to zero if the load
is not updated for a long time. Note that aging is commonly
supported by modern switch ASICs, but it is not supported
by P4 yet, and thus is not implemented in our prototype.
4.3 Cache Coherence and Cache Update
Cache coherence. Cache coherence ensures data consis-
tency between storage servers and cache switches when write
queries update the values of the objects. The challenge is
that an object may be cached in multiple cache switches, and
need to be updated atomically. Directly updating the copies
of an object in the cache switches may result in data inconsis-
tency. This is because the cache switches are updated asyn-
chronously, and during the update process, there would be a
mix of old and new values at different switches, causing read
queries to get different values from different switches.
We leverage the classic two-phase update protocol [23] to
ensure strong consistency, where the first phase invalidates
all copies and the second phase updates all copies. To apply
the protocol to our scenario, after receiving a write query, the
storage server generates a packet to invalidate the copies in
the cache switches. The packet traverses a path that includes
all the switches that cache the object. The return of the in-
validation packet indicates that all the copies are invalidated.
Otherwise, the server resends the invalidation packet after a
timeout. Figure 7(a) shows an example that the copies of
object A are invalidated by an invalidation packet via path
R0-S3-S1-S3-R0. After the first phase, the server can update
its primary copy, and send an acknowledgment to the client,
instead of waiting for the second phase, as illustrated by Fig-
ure 7(b). This optimization is safe, since all copies are in-
valid. Finally, in the second phase, the server sends an up-
date packet to update the values in the cache switches, as
illustrated by Figure 7(c).
Cache update. The cache update is performed in a decen-
tralized way without the involvement of the controller. We
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Figure 7: Cache coherence is achieved by a two-phase update protocol in DistCache. The example shows the process to handle
an update to object A stored in rack R0 with the two-phase update protocol.
use a similar mechanism as NetCache [11]. Specifically, the
local agent in each switch uses the HH detector in the data
plane to detect hot objects in its own partition, and decides
cache insertions and evictions. Cache evictions can be di-
rectly done by the agent; cache insertions require the agent
to contact the storage servers. Slightly different from Net-
Cache, DistCache uses a cleaner, more efficient mechanism
to unify cache insertions and cache coherence. Specifically,
the agent first inserts the new object into the cache, but marks
it as invalid. Then the agent notifies the server; the server
updates the cached object in the data plane using phase 2
of cache coherence, and serializes this operation with other
write queries. As for comparison, in NetCache, the agent
copies the value from the server to the switch via the switch
control plane (which is slower than the data plane), and dur-
ing the copying, the write queries to the object are blocked
on the server.
4.4 Failure Handling
Controller failure. The controller is replicated on multi-
ple servers for reliability (§4.1). Since the controller is only
responsible for cache allocation, even if all servers of the
controller fail, the data plane is still operational and hence
processes queries. The servers can be simply rebooted.
Link failure. A link failure is handled by existing network
protocols, and does not affect the system, as long as the net-
work is connected and the routing is updated. If the network
is partitioned after a link failure, the operator would choose
between consistency and availability, as stated by the CAP
theorem. If consistency were chosen, all writes should be
blocked; if availability were chosen, queries can still be pro-
cessed, but cache coherence cannot be guaranteed.
ToR switch failure. The servers in the rack would lose ac-
cess to the network. The switch needs to be rebooted or re-
placed. If the switch is in a storage rack, the new switch
starts with an empty cache and uses the cache update pro-
cess to populate its cache. If the switch is in a client rack,
the new switch initializes the loads of all cache switches to
be zero, and uses the in-network telemetry mechanism to up-
date them with reply packets.
Other Switch failure. If the switch is not a cache switch,
the failure is directly handled by existing network protocols.
If the switch is a cache switch, the system loses throughput
provided by this switch. If it can be quickly restored (e.g., by
rebooting), the system simply waits for the switch to come
back online. Otherwise, the system remaps the cache par-
tition of the failed switch to other switches, so that the hot
objects in the failed switch can still be cached, alleviating
the impact on the system throughput. The remapping lever-
ages consistent hashing [24] and virtual nodes [25] to spread
the load. Finally, if the network is partitioned due to a switch
failure, the operator would choose consistency or availabil-
ity, similar to that of a link failure.
5 Implementation
We have implemented a prototype of DistCache to realize
distributed switch-based caching, including cache switches,
client ToR switches, a controller, storage servers and clients.
Cache switch. The data plane of the cache switches is writ-
ten in the P4 language [26], which is a domain-specific lan-
guage to program the packet forwarding pipelines of data
plane devices. P4 can be used to program the switches
that are based on Protocol Independent Switch Architecture
(PISA). In this architecture, we can define the packet for-
mats and packet processing behaviors by a series of match-
action tables. These tables are allocated to different process-
ing stages in a forwarding pipeline, based on hardware re-
sources. Our implementation is compiled to Barefoot Tofino
ASIC [22] with Barefoot P4 Studio software suite [27]. In
the Barefoot Tofino switch, we implement a key-value cache
module uses 16-byte keys, and contains 64K 16-byte slots
per stage for 8 stages, providing values at the granularity of
16 bytes and up to 128 bytes without packet recirculation
or mirroring. The Heavy Hitter detector module contains a
Count-Min sketch [28], which has 4 register arrays and 64K
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16-bit slots per array, and a Bloom filter, which has 3 register
arrays and 256K 1-bit slots per array. The telemetry module
uses one 32-bit register slot to store the switch load. We re-
set the counters in the HH detector and telemetry modules
in every second. The local agent in the switch OS is written
in Python. It receives cache partitions from the controller,
and manages the switch ASIC via the switch driver using a
Thrift API generated by the P4 compiler. The routing mod-
ule uses standard L3 routing which forwards packets based
on destination IP address.
Client ToR switch. The data plane of client ToR switches
is also written in P4 [26] and is compiled to Barefoot Tofino
ASIC [22]. Its query routing module contains a register array
with 256 32-bit slots to store the load of cache switches. The
routing module uses standard L3 routing, and picks the least
loaded path similar to CONGA [20] and HULA [21].
Controller, storage server, and client. The controller is
written in Python. It computes cache partitions and noti-
fies the result to switch agents through Thrift API. The shim
layer at each storage server implements the cache coherence
protocol, and uses the hiredis library [29] to hook up with
Redis [18]. The client library provides a simple key-value
interface. We use the client library to generate queries with
different distributions and different write ratios.
6 Evaluation
6.1 Methodology
Testbed. Our testbed consists of two 6.5Tbps Barefoot
Tofino switches and two server machines. Each server ma-
chine is equipped with a 16 core-CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2630),
128 GB total memory (four Samsung 32GB DDR4-2133
memory), and an Intel XL710 40G NIC.
The goal is to apply DistCache to switch-based caching to
provide load balancing for cloud-scale in-memory key-value
stores. Because of the limited hardware resources we have,
we are unable to evaluate DistCache at full scale with tens
of switches and hundreds of servers. Nevertheless, we make
the most of our testbed to evaluate DistCache by dividing
switches and servers into multiple logical partitions and run-
ning real switch data plane and server software, as shown
in Figure 8. Specifically, a physical switch emulates several
virtual switches by using multiple queues and uses counters
to rate limit each queue. We use one Barefoot Tofino switch
to emulate the spine switches, and the other to emulate the
leaf switches. Similarly, a physical server emulates several
virtual servers by using multiple queues. We use one server
to emulate the storage servers, and the other to emulate the
clients. We would like to emphasize that the testbed runs the
real switch data plane and runs the Redis key-value store [18]
to process real key-value queries.
Performance metric. By using multiple processes and us-
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Figure 8: Evaluation setup. The testbed emulates a datacen-
ter with a two-layer leaf-spine network by dividing switches
and servers into multiple logical partitions.
ing the pipelining feature of Redis, our Redis server can
achieve a throughput of 1 MQPS. We use Redis to demon-
strate that DistCache can integrate with production-quality
open-source software that is widely deployed in real-world
systems. We allocate the 1 MQPS throughput to the em-
ulated storage servers equally with rate limiting. Since a
switch is able to process a few BQPS, the bottleneck of the
testbed is on the Redis servers. Therefore, we use rate lim-
iting to match the throughput of each emulated switch to the
aggregated throughput of the emulated storage servers in a
rack. We normalize the system throughput to the throughput
of one emulated key-value server as the performance metric.
Workloads. We use both uniform and skewed workloads in
the evaluation. The uniform workload generates queries to
each object with the same probability. The skewed workload
follows Zipf distribution with a skewness parameter (e.g.,
0.9, 0.95, 0.99). Such skewed workload is commonly used
to benchmark key-value stores [10, 30], and is backed by
measurements from production systems [5, 6]. The clients
use approximation techniques [10, 31] to quickly generate
queries according to a Zipf distribution. We store a total of
100 million objects in the key-value store. We use Zipf-0.99
as the default query distribution to show that DistCache per-
forms well even under extreme scenarios. We vary the skew-
ness and the write ratio (i.e., the percentage of write queries)
in the experiments to evaluate the performance of DistCache
under different scenarios.
Comparison. To demonstrate the benefits of DistCache, we
compare the following mechanisms in the experiments: Dist-
Cache, CacheReplication, CachePartition, and NoCache. As
described in §2.2, CacheReplication is to replicate the hot
objects to all the upper layer cache nodes, and CachePartition
partitions the hot objects between nodes. In NoCache, we do
not cache any objects in both layers. Note that CacheParti-
tion performs the same as only using NetCache for each rack
(i.e., only caching in the ToR switches).
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Figure 9: System performance for read-only workloads.
6.2 Performance for Read-Only Workloads
We first evaluate the system performance of DistCache. By
default, we use 32 spine switches and 32 storage racks. Each
rack contains 32 servers. We populate each cache switch
with 100 hot objects, so that 64 cache switches provide a
cache size of 6400 objects. We use read-only workloads in
this experiment, and show the impact of write queries in §6.3.
We vary workload skew, cache size and system scale, and
compare the throughputs of the four mechanisms under dif-
ferent scenarios.
Impact of workload skew. Figure 9(a) shows the through-
put of the four mechanisms under different workload skews.
Under the uniform workload, the four mechanisms have the
same throughput, since the load between the servers is bal-
anced and all the servers achieve their maximum through-
puts. However, when the workload is skewed, the throughput
of NoCache significantly decreases, because of load imbal-
ance. The more skewed the workload is, the lower through-
put NoCache achieves. CachePartition performs better than
NoCache, by caching hot objects in the switches. But its
throughput is still limited because of load imbalance be-
tween cache switches. CacheReplication provides the op-
timal throughput under read-only workloads as it replicates
hot objects in all spine switches. DistCache provides com-
parable throughput to CacheReplication by using the dis-
tributed caching mechanism. And we will show in §6.3
that DistCache performs better than CacheReplication under
writes because of low overhead for cache coherence.
Impact of cache size. Figure 9(b) shows the throughput of
the three mechanisms under different cache sizes. CacheP-
artition achieves higher throughput with more objects in the
cache. Because the skewed workload still causes load im-
balance between cache switches, the benefits of caching is
limited for CachePartition. Some spine switches quickly be-
come overloaded after caching some objects. As such, the
throughput improvement is small for CachePartition. On the
other hand, CacheReplication and DistCache gain big im-
provements by caching more objects, as they do not have
the load imbalance problem between cache switches. The
curves of CacheReplication and DistCache become flat after
they achieve the saturated throughput.
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Figure 10: Cache coherence result.
Scalability. Figure 9(c) shows how the four mechanisms
scale with the number of servers. NoCache does not scale
because of the load imbalance between servers. Its through-
put stops to improve after a few hundred servers, because
the overloaded servers become the system bottleneck under
the skewed workload. CachePartition performs better than
NoCache as it uses the switches to absorb queries to hot
objects. However, since the load imbalance still exists be-
tween the cache switches, the throughput of CachePartition
stops to grow when there are a significant number of racks.
CacheReplication provides the optimal solution, since repli-
cating hot objects in all spine switches eliminates the load
imbalance problem. DistCache provides the same perfor-
mance as CacheReplication and scales out linearly.
6.3 Cache Coherence
While read-only workloads provide a good benchmark to
show the caching benefit, real-world workloads are usually
read-intensive [5]. Write queries require the two-phase up-
date protocol to ensure cache coherence, which (i) consumes
the processing power at storage servers, and (ii) reduces
the caching benefit as the cache cannot serve queries to hot
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objects that are frequently being updated. CacheReplica-
tion, while providing the optimal throughput under read-only
workloads, suffers from write queries, since a write query
to a cached object requires the system to update all spine
switches. We use the basic setup as the previous experiment,
and vary the write ratio.
Since both the workload skew and the cache size would
affect the result, we show two representative scenarios. Fig-
ure 10(a) shows the scenario for Zipf-0.9 and cache size 640
(i.e., 10 objects in each cache switch). Figure 10(b) shows
the scenario for Zipf-0.99 and cache size 6400 (i.e., 100 ob-
jects in each cache switch), which is more skewed and caches
more objects than the scenario in Figure 10(a). NoCache
is not affected by the write ratio, as it does not cache any-
thing (and our rate limiter for the emulated storage servers
assumes same overhead for read and write queries, which
is usually the case for small values in in-memory key-value
stores [32]). The performance of CacheReplication drops
very quickly, and it is highly affected by the workload skew
and the cache size, as higher skewness and bigger cache size
mean more write queries would invoke the two-phase up-
date protocol. Since DistCache only caches an object once
in each layer, it has minimal overhead for cache coherence,
and its throughput reduces slowly with the write ratio. The
throughputs of the three caching mechanisms eventually be-
come smaller than that of NoCache, since the servers spend
extra resources on the cache coherence. Thus, in-network
caching should be disabled for write-intensive workloads,
which is a general guideline for many caching systems.
6.4 Failure Handling
We now evaluate how DistCache handles failures. Figure 11
shows the time serious of this experiment, where x-axis de-
notes the time and y-axis denotes the system throughput. The
system starts with 32 spine switches. We manually fail four
spine switches one by one. Since each spine switch provides
1/32 of the total throughput, after we fail four spine switches,
the system throughput drops to about 87.5% of its original
throughput. Then the controller begins a failure recovery
process, by redistributing the partitions of the failed spine
switches to other alive spine switches. Since the maximum
throughput the system can provide drops to 87.5% due to the
four failed switches, the failure recovery would have no im-
Switches Match Entries Hash Bits SRAMs Action Slots
Switch.p4 804 1678 293 503
Spine 149 751 250 98
Leaf (Client) 76 209 91 32
Leaf (Server) 120 721 252 108
Table 1: Hardware resource usage of DistCache.
pact if all alive spine switches were already saturated. To
show the benefit of the failure recovery, we limit the sending
rate to half of the maximum throughput. Therefore, after the
failure recovery, the throughput can increase to the original
one. Finally, we bring the four failed switches back online.
6.5 Hardware Resources
Finally, we measure the resource usage of the switches. The
programmable switches we use allow developers to define
their own packet formats and design the packet actions by
a series of match-action tables. These tables are mapped
into different stages in a sequential order, along with dedi-
cated resources (e.g., match entries, hash bits, SRAMs, and
action slots) for each stage. DistCache leverages stateful
memory to maintain the cached key-value items, and min-
imizes the resource usage. Table 1 shows the resource usage
of the switches with the caching functionality. We show all
the three roles, including a spine switch, a leaf switch in a
client rack, and a leaf switch in a storage rack. Compared
to the baseline Switch.p4, which is a fully functional switch,
adding caching only requires a small amount of resources,
leaving plenty room for other network functions.
7 Related Work
Distributed storage. Distributed storage systems are widely
deployed to power Internet services [1, 2, 3, 4]. One trend is
to move storage from HDDs and SDDs to DRAMs for high
performance [19, 18, 33, 34]. Recent work has explored both
hardware solutions [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46] and software optimizations [47, 48, 32, 49, 50, 51]. Most
of these techniques focus on the single-node performance
and are orthogonal to DistCache, as DistCache focuses on
the entire system spanning many clusters.
Load balancing. Achieving load balancing is critical to
scale out distributed storage. Basic data replication tech-
niques [24, 52] unnecessarily waste storage capacity under
skewed workloads. Selective replication and data migration
techniques [53, 54, 55], while reducing storage overhead,
increase system complexity and performance overhead for
query routing and data consistency. EC-Cache [30] leverages
erasure coding, but since it requires to split an object into
multiple chunks, it is more suitable for large objects in data-
intensive applications. Caching is an effective alternative for
load balancing [9, 10, 11]. DistCache pushes the caching
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idea further by introducing a distributed caching mechanism
to provide load balance for large-scale storage systems.
In-network computing. Emerging programmable network
devices enable many new in-network applications. In-
cBricks [56] uses NPUs as a key-value cache. It does not
focus on load balancing. NetPaxos [57, 58] presents a solu-
tion to implement Paxos on switches. SpecPaxos [59] and
NOPaxos [60] use switches to order messages to improve
consensus protocols. Eris [61] moves concurrency control to
switches to improve distributed transactions.
8 Conclusion
We present DistCache, a new distributed caching mechanism
for large-scale storage systems. DistCache leverages inde-
pendent hash functions for cache allocation and the power-
of-two-choices for query routing, to enable a “one big cache”
abstraction. We show that combining these two techniques
provides provable load balancing that can be applied to vari-
ous scenarios. We demonstrate the benefits of DistCache by
the design, implementation and evaluation of the use case for
emerging switch-based caching.
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A Analysis of our algorithm
This section provides formal proofs for the lemmas and the-
orem presented in Section 3 of the paper.
A.1 Recap of our models and comparison
We start with reviewing notations and models setup in this
paper. Recall that we have a total number of k distinct ob-
jects. The arrival rate for the i-th object is pi. We have a total
number of 2m cache nodes and the processing rate for each
cache node is T˜ . Our goal is to show that our PoT algorithm
is stationary over the long run.
The bipartite graph G = (U,V,E). Recall that U =
{o1,o2, . . . ,ok−1} is the set of objects. A = {a0, . . . ,am−1}
and B = {b0, . . .bm−1} are two collections of cache nodes.
Let V = A∪B. We build a bipartite graph G in which the
left-hand side is U and the right-hand side is V . The edge set
is
E = {{oi,a j0} | h0(i) = j0}∪{{oi,b j1} | h1(i) = j1} (1)
Also, let Γ(v) be the set of v’s neighbors in G and Γ(S) =
∪v∈SΓ(v) for any subset S of nodes.
Comparison to the balls-and-bins model. Despite the ap-
parent similarity between the balls-and-bins model, our pro-
cess is substantially different. The standard techniques used
to analyze PoT algorithms are not directly applicable in our
model.
Recap of the PoT algorithm in the balls-and-bins model. In
the basic setting, there are a total number of m bins. At each
step, a new ball arrives. We use the PoT rule to determine a
bin to store the new ball: we uniformly choose two random
bins and place the ball to the bin with lighter load. After that,
a deletion event happens: we uniformly choose a bin and
remove a ball from the bin (but we do nothing if the bin is
already empty). We are primarily interested in the maximum
load of the bins in the stationary state.
Extensive studies of the balls-and-bins model and its “sen-
sible variations” such as the continue time model [62, 63,
64, 65], the adversarial model [66, 67], etc. have determined
that the max load of the bin is O(log logn), in contrast to
the max load of Θ(logn) for uniform balls-in-bins algorithm
(i.e., place a new ball in a randomly chosen bin).
Main difference. The main difference between our process
and the PoT balls-and-bins process is that ours only has a
total number of k types of objects. Objects of the same type
will need to “reuse” the hash functions, whereas in the balls-
and-bins process, new random sources are used to choose
the bins, regardless of the history (i.e., each new ball will
have fresh randomness). With the new randomness, it is eas-
ier to argue that the random choices will not be bad for an
extensive period of time. On the other hand, in our process
we need to argue that by using only two hash functions, the
system will be stable even when the number of queries is
 k. In fact, the performance gap between the PoT algo-
rithm and the uniform algorithm highlights the distinction
between our process and the balls-and-bins process (proved
in Section A.4).
Lemma 3. Using the notations above, with constant prob-
ability, our system is non-stationary when we use the uni-
form algorithm; with o(1) probability, the system is station-
ary when we use the PoT algorithm.
In other words, the PoT algorithm makes a “life-or-death”
improvement instead of “shaving off a logn” improvement:
our system is provably unreliable without the PoT algorithm.
Outline of the proof. We may think of our process as a
“flow problem”, in which we build a bipartite graph, where
the left-hand side is the objects and the right-hand side is the
cache nodes. An object connects to a cache node if and only
if one of h0 and h1 maps the object to the cache node.
When a request for an object is handled by a cache node,
there is a unit flow moving from the object to the cache node.
Therefore, the objects correspond to the source/supply nodes
and the cache nodes correspond to the sink nodes.
At a high level, our analysis aims to show that using the
PoT algorithm in our process routes the requests according
to a feasible flow. Our analysis consists of two steps.
Step 1. Show that a feasible flow exists (Section A.2). A
necessary condition for the PoT algorithm to work is that
a feasible solution exists for the bipartite graph flow prob-
lem. When a feasible solution does not exist, no algorithm is
able to produce a stabilized system. One can also see that a
feasible flow also has a natural matching interpretation (i.e.,
how requests are matched to the cache nodes). Therefore,
we use feasible flow and perfect matching interchangeably
in the rest of the analysis.
Step 2. Show that the PoT algorithm “implements” a feasible
flow (Section A.3). Building a feasible flow requires that
the nodes (corresponding to objects) on the left-hand side of
the bipartite graph can intelligently split the flow. Instead of
performing a global computation to find a feasible flow, Step
2 demonstrates how the PoT policy, which is essentially a
local algorithm, automatically finds a feasible solution.
The sections below explain each of the steps in detail.
A.2 Feasible flows/matching exists
This section explains how a perfect matching exists in G.
Recall the definition of perfect matching:
Definition 2 (Repeat of Definition 1 in the paper.). Let Γ(v)
be the set of neighbors of vertex v in G. A weight assignment
W = {wi, j ∈ [0, T˜ ]|ei, j ∈ E} is a perfect matching of G if
1. ∀oi ∈U : ∑v∈Γ(oi)woi,v = pi ·R, and
2. ∀v ∈V : ∑u∈Γ(v)wu,v ≤ T˜ .
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We aim to prove Lemma 4, i.e.,
Lemma 4 (Repeat of Lemma 1 in the paper). Let α be a
suitably small constant. If k≤mβ for some constant β (i.e., k
and m are polynomial-related) and maxi(pi) ·R≤ T˜/2, then
for any ε > 0, there exists a perfect matching for R = (1−
ε)α ·mT˜ and any P, with high probability for sufficiently
large m.
Techniques and roadmap. We develop new techniques
to marry random/expansion graph theory with primal-dual
properties for flows. First, we show that random bipartite
graph has the so-called “expansion properties”. Then, we
show that a lower bound exists on the optimal flow size by
using the expansion property in the dual of the flow problem.
We decompose our analysis into two steps: Step 1a: we
analyze a special case when k = αm and the request rates pi
are uniform (Section A.2.1), and Step 1b: we will reduce the
remaining cases to the special case (Section A.2.2).
A.2.1 Step 1a: when k = αm and pi’s are uniform
This section proves the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let α be a suitably small constant. Let k = αm,
R = (1− ε)αmT˜ , and pi = (1−ε)T˜R for all i. There exists a
perfect matching for G with high probability.
We note that (i) Lemma 4 requires maxi(pi) ·R≤ T˜/2 but
in Lemma A.2.1 we have maxi(pi) ·R = (1− ε)T˜ . The con-
stant term in Lemma 4 is worse because the reduction in
Section A.2.2 will introduce a constant factor loss, and (ii)
because pi’s all have the same value, we can view G as an
unweighted graph (however, fractional solutions are still ac-
ceptable).
We shall show that G possesses the so-called “expansion
property” (a notation borrowed from the spectral graph the-
ory), and the expansion property implies the existence of a
perfect matching.
Definition 3. A bipartite graph G= (U,V,E) has the expan-
sion property if for any S⊆U, we have
|Γ(S)| ≥ |S|. (2)
We recall the Hall’s theorem:
Theorem 2. [68] Let G = (U,V,E) be an arbitrary un-
weighted bipartite graph. If G has the expansion property,
there exists a perfect matching1 in G.
Theorem 2 implies that to prove Lemma A.2.1, we only
need to show that G has the expansion property.
1Here, we use the standard definition of perfect matching for unweighted
bipartite graph, instead of Definition 2.
Lemma 6. Using the notations above, with diminishing
probability (i.e., o(1)), G does not have the expansion prop-
erty.
Proof. Our goal is to give an upper bound for
Pr[∃S⊆U : |Γ(S)|< |S|]≤ ∑
S⊆U
Pr[|Γ(S)|< |S|]. (3)
We divide the terms in the right-hand-side of the above in-
equality into two groups, each of which exhibits different
combinatorics properties. Therefore, we need to use differ-
ent techniques to bound the sums of the terms in these two
groups.
Group 1: |S| ≥ m0.1. We aim to bound:
∑
S⊆V,|S|≥m0.1
Pr[|Γ(S)|< |S|] = ∑
L≥m0.1
∑
|S|=L
Pr[|Γ(S)|< L] (4)
Fix L and let S ⊆ V such that |S| = L. Let the out-going
edges of S be e1,e2, ...,e2L. Define an indicator random vari-
able Ei that sets to 1 if and only if the right-end of ei coincides
with the right-end of an e j for some j < i. We refer to Ei as
a “repeat” event. Note that |Γ(S)| < L if and only if there
exists at least L+1 repeats. Therefore,
Pr[|Γ(S)|< L] ≤ Pr[∑
i≤2L
Ei ≥ L+1]
≤ Pr[∑
i≤2L
Ei ≥ L]
≤
(
2L
L
)(
L
m
)L
≤
(
2eL
m
)L
The last inequality uses
(a
b
)≤ ( aeb )b for any integers a and b.
Now, we can bound the sum of all of the terms in Group 1.
∑
L≥m0.1
∑
|S|=L
Pr[|Γ(S)|< L]
≤ ∑
L≥m0.1
(
k
L
)(
2eL
M
)L
≤ m
(αme
L
)L(2eL
m
)L
≤ m(2e2α)m0.1 ≤ 1/m10
for sufficiently large m so long as α > 1/(2e2).
Group 2. |S|< m0.1. We aim to bound:
∑
L<m0.1
∑
|S|=L
Pr[|Γ(S)|< k]. (5)
Define `1 , |Γ(S) ∩ A| and `2 , |Γ(S) ∩ B| (recall that
A and B are two groups of cache nodes). One can see
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that |Γ(S)| = `1 + `2. Therefore, a necessary condition for
|Γ(S)|< |S| is `1+ `2 ≤ |S|−1. For any S⊆U , we have
Pr[|Γ(S)|< |S|] ≤ ∑
`1+`2≤L−1
(
m
`1
)(
`1
m
)L(m
`2
)(
`2
m
)L
≤ ∑
`1+`2≤L−1
m`1+`2e`1+`2(`1`2)L
m2L``11 `
`2
2
.
Next, we have
∑
L≤m0.1
∑
|S|=L
Pr[|Γ(S)|< |S|]
≤ ∑
L≤m0.1
(
αm
L
)
∑
`1+`2≤L−1
m`1+`2e`1+`2(`1`2)L
m2L``11 `
`2
2
≤ ∑
L≤m0.1
∑
`1+`2≤L−1
(αe2)Lm`1+`2
(Lm)L
· (`1`2)
L
``11 `
`2
2
≤ ∑
L<m0.1
L max
`1+`2≤L
{
(αe2)2m`1+`2(`1`2)L
(Lm)L``11 `
`2
2
}
Next, we find an upper bound on
G(`1, `2),
{
(αe2)2m`1+`2(`1`2)L
(Lm)L``11 `
`2
2
}
. (6)
First, note that when `1+ `2 < L−1, we can set `1← `1+1
to increase G(`1, `2).
Second, we may compute dd`1 log(G(`1,L−1−`1)) to find
the optimal `1. We have
d
d`1
logG(`1,L−1− `1)
=
L
(L−1− `1)`1 −2+ log(L−1− `1)− log(`1).
We can see that the optimal value is achieved when `1 = c1L
and `2 = c2L for some c1,c2 =Θ(1) and c1+c2 = L−1L . Thus,
∑
L<m0.1
L max
`1+`2≤L
{
(αe2)2m`1+`2(`1`2)L
(Lm)L``11 `
`2
2
}
≤ ∑
L≤m0.1
L
(αe2)L
m
(c1c2)LLL
(cc11 c
c2
2 L)
L−1
(uses c1+ c2 = L−1L )
≤ ∑
L≤m0.1
L
(
αe2c1c2
cc11 c
c2
2
)L L
m
≤ 1
m0.7
.
The last inequality holds when α ≤ c
c1
1 c
c2
2
e2c1c2
.
Finally, Lemma 6 and Lemma 2 imply Lemma A.2.1.
A.2.2 Step 1b. Generalization
This section tackles the more general case, in which no con-
straints are imposed on k and pi. We first explain the intu-
ition why the general cases can be reduced to the uniform
case analyzed in Section A.2.1:
Intuition part 1 (IP1): when k < αm. In this case, pi is still
constrained by maxi pi ·R≤ T˜/2 and therefore pi =O(T˜/R).
Thus, the new problem is equivalent to deleting one or more
objects in the special case, and is a “strictly easier problem”
(i.e., the requests are strictly smaller).
Intuition part 2 (IP2): when k > αm. Note that when k is
larger than αm, the total rate R remains unchanged. This in-
tuitively corresponds to splitting some objects into smaller
ones. Consider, for example, oαm is the splitted into oαm
and oαm+1 so that the new request rates are halved pαm =
pαm+1 =
p1
2 . In this new problem k = αm+ 1. Originally,
there were only two hash functions handling oαm. After the
splitting, four hash functions handle the same amount of re-
quests. Note that load-balance improves when there are more
hash functions.
The above intuitions assume the requests are mostly ho-
mogeneous. The most challenging case is when k is large
and pi’s have a long tail. This can be viewed as a “mixture”
of the above two cases: approximately αm objects have large
pi (resembling the scenario addressed in IP1), and the rest of
the objects have small pi (resembling the case in IP2). Our
main technique here is to decompose a problem with het-
erogeneous pi’s into subproblems so that each of them has
homogeneous pi’s. Then we argue with high probability per-
fect matchings exist for all the sub-problems.
Below we first describe/define basic building blocks for
constructing large systems (i.e., sub-problems we are able to
solve). Then we explain our decomposition analysis.
Central to our analysis is our introduction of (α,γ, t)-
graph family. This definition enables us to scale up (increase
k and/or m) or scale out (increase throughputs) of the basic
building blocks. We say
Definition 4. {Gi}i is a (α,γ, t)-graph family if the graph
Gi = (Ui,Vi,Ei) is a bipartite graph that represents the rela-
tionship between objects and cache nodes such that (i) there
are i cache nodes in each of A and B, (ii) |Ui| = αi, (iii) all
the p j’s are the same, (iv) R ≤ γ(1− ε)mt for some small
constant ε; and (v) the cache node’s capacity is t.
A (α,γ, t)-graph family is (1− δ )-feasible if for suffi-
ciently large i, with probability δ a perfect matching exists.
Example. Lemma A.2.1 shows that the (α,α, T˜ )-graph fam-
ily is (1− 1m0.7 )-feasible.
Different graph families may be considered as “basic
building blocks”’, and we may put multiple graph families
together to construct new systems that have perfect match-
ing.
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For example, suppose (α,α,1) and (2α,α,1) graph fam-
ilies ({G(1)}i and {G(2)}i, respectively) are both (1− δ )-
feasible. In this case, the request rates for objects in {G(1)}i
are 1− ε whereas the request rates in {G(2)}i are 0.5(1− ε).
We can define an addition operation between these two fam-
ilies through coupling.
Coupling. There is a natural way to couple the two graphs
G(1)m and G
(2)
m . We may imagine that G
(1)
m has 2αm objects
but the last αm objects have zero request rates. This allows
us to couple the hash functions used in two graphs in the
natural way.
Under this coupling, we can define the addition operation
on G(1)m and G
(i)
m . In the new system, the total number of
cache nodes remains unchanged (2m cache nodes). Each
cache node is a “merge” of two cache nodes (one from G(1)m
and the other from G(2)m ). So the new capacity is 2. There are
2αm jobs. The request rates of half of them are 1.5(1− ε).
The other half are 0.5(1− ε). Because G(1)m and G(2)m are
all 1−δ feasible, it becomes straightforward to compute the
probability a perfect matching exists in the new system: us-
ing a union bound, this probability is 1−2δ .
We next walk through fundamental properties of (α,γ, t)-
graph families. Specifically, we show that the (α,γ, t)-graph
family is (1− δ )-feasible as α , γ , and t scale in a suitable
manner.
First, we observe that t is a scale-free parameter.
Lemma 7. If (α,γ,1)-graph is (1 − δ )-feasible, then
(α,γ, t)-graph is (1−δ )-feasible for any t.
By using a similar technique for proving Lemma A.2.1,
we also have
Lemma 8. There exists a suitably small constant α such that
(ρα,α, t)-graph families are all (1− 2m0.7 )-feasible for any
ρ ∈ [1,2].
Then we also show that when we have more objects, each
of which has lower request rates, we will have a greater
chance to see a perfect matching.
Lemma 9. If (α,γ, t)-graph family is (1−δ )-feasible, then
(kα,γ, t)-graph family is also (1− δ )-feasible for any posi-
tive integer k.2
Proof. The intuition of the proof is that we may view a cache
node whose processing rate is t as being no worse than a
union of k cache nodes, each of which has processing rate
t/k. Specifically, we couple the following processes:
Process G(1): There are a total number of αm objects. Each
of A and B consists of m cache nodes with processing rate t.
The request rate for each object is (1− ε)γt/α .
2 Here, k does not refer to the number of objects.
Process G(2): There are a total number of αkm objects. Each
of A and B consists of km cache nodes with processing rate
t/k. The request rate for each object is (1− ε)γt/(αk).
The graph G(2) is in the (α,γ, t)-family, so based on the
assumption made in the lemma, with probability (1− δ ) a
perfect matching exists.
We can also couple G(1) and G(2) in a way that if there
exists a perfect matching in G(2), then there exists a perfect
matching in G(1). Specifically, we may imagine that each
cache node in G(1) consists of k smaller cache nodes in G(2).
Let h(1)i (h
(2)
i ) be the hash functions used in G
(1) (G(2)). We
shall couple h(1)i and h
(2)
i in the following way:
h(1)i ( j) = bh(2)i ( j)/kc. (7)
By tying the hash functions in this way, a perfect matching
in G(2) can be reduced to a perfect matching in G(1).
We use Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 to prove a more general
result.
Lemma 10. There exists an α such that the (ρα,α, t)-graph
families are (1−2/m0.7)-feasible for all ρ ≥ 1.
Proof. Let ρ ′ = ρ/bρc ∈ [1,2]. By Lemma 8, the
(ρ ′α,α, t)-graph family is (1− 2/m0.7)-feasible. Then By
Lemma 9, the (ρ ′bρcα,α, t)-graph family is also (1 −
2/m0.7)-feasible for any ρ , which proves the lemma.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 4. At a high level, our goal is to decompose
the matching problem into multiple smaller matching prob-
lems, each of which can be shown to have a perfect matching
by using Lemmas A.2.1 or 10.
Our analysis consists of two steps:
• Step 1. Rounding up. Our (α,γ, t)-graph families re-
quire that all the request rates are uniform. Here, we
need to moderately round up the request rates for each
object so that we have only a small number of distinct
values of request rates.
• Step 2. Decomposition. We decompose the matching
problem into smaller problems that can be addressed by
Lemmas A.2.1 or 10.
Step 1. Rounding up. This is a standard trick: we construct
a geometric sequence and round up each request rate to the
nearest number in this sequence. Specifically, recall that ε
is a suitably small constant. Let λ = 1− ε/2. Let λ (1) =
(1− ε)T˜/2. Let λ (i) = λ · λ (i−1) for 2 ≤ i ≤ 10ε logn. For
each p j, round it up to the smallest λ (i)/R. We refer to the
new rounded value as p˜i.
One can check that ∑i≤k p˜iR ≤ (1− c0ε)αmT˜ for some
constant c0 and maxi p˜iR≤ (1− ε/3)T˜/2. One can also see
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Figure 12: An illustrative example of decomposing a
long-tail request distribution {pi}i into three homogeneous
groups. Group 0 consists of a small number of objects that
have high request rates. It can be handled by Lemma A.2.1.
Group 1 and 2 consist of a large number of requests that have
low request rates. They can be handled by Lemma 10.
that if the rounded problem has a perfect matching, the origi-
nal problem also has a perfect matching. After the rounding,
we have a total number of K = 10ε logn types of request rates.
Step 2. Decomposition. We next decompose the match-
ing problem on G into smaller sub-problems. We start with
a concrete example to illustrate our high-level idea. See
Fig. 12. In this example, we have a small portion of objects
that have large request rates (p0 to p3) and a large portion
of objects that have small request rates (p4 to p9). Now we
may decompose the requests into three groups (represented
by three colors). Group 0 (blue) consists of a small num-
ber of objects that have high request rates. It can be handled
by Lemma A.2.1. Group 1 and 2 (yellow and green) con-
sist of a large number of requests that have low request rates.
They can be handled by Lemma 10. We can then use a union
bound to analyze the probability that perfect matchings exist
for all three groups.
We now formally explain our analysis. Specifically, let
Li = {i : p˜i ≥ λ (i)/R}.
Note that L1 ⊆ L2 ⊆ ·· · ⊆ LK . Let i∗ be the largest number
such that |Li∗ | ≤αm. Next, we define the following matching
sub-problems:
• M (0): the object set is Li∗ . The request rate of a job
j ∈ Li∗ is p˜(0)j ← p˜ j−λ i
∗+1/R (when i∗ = K, set p˜(0)j =
p˜ j). The processing rate of a cache node is T˜/2. This
corresponds to Group 0 in Fig. 12.
• M (i) for i > i∗: the object set is Li. The request rate of
each object is δ (i) = λ (i)/R−λ (i+1)/R. The processing
rate of a cache node is δ (i)Li/((1− ε)m). This corre-
sponds to Groups 1 and 2 in Fig. 12.
We note that we get p˜ j if we sum up the rates for o j
in all of the matching sub-problems. Furthermore, if we
sum up cache node i’s processing power in all the matching
sub-problem, it is T˜ . Therefore, if all of the matching sub-
problems have perfect matching, then the original problem
also has a perfect matching.
By Lemma A.2.1, a perfect matching forM (0) exists with
probability 2/m0.7. By Lemma 10, a perfect matching for
M (i) exists with probability 2/m0.7. By using a union bound,
with probability 1−2K/m0.7 = 1−o(1/m0.6) perfect match-
ings exist for each subproblem. Therefore, with high proba-
bility a perfect matching exists for the original G.
A.3 Feasible flows imply PoT is stationary
(Proof of Lemma 2 in the paper)
This section proves Lemma 2 in the paper. For completeness,
we repeat the lemma below.
Lemma 11 (Repeat of Lemma 2 in the paper). If a perfect
matching exists for G, then the power-of-two-choices process
is stationary.
Proving Lemma 11 requires us to use a powerful building
block presented in [15, 16]. Recall the set-up by using our
notation. Consider 2m exponential random variables with
rate T˜i > 0. Each non-empty set of cache nodes S⊆ [2m], has
an associated Poisson arrival process with rate λS ≥ 0 that
joins the shortest queue in S with ties broken randomly. For
each non-empty subset Q ⊆ [2m], define the traffic intensity
on Q as
ρQ =
∑S⊆QλS
µQ
, (8)
where µQ =∑i∈Q T˜i. Note that the total rate at which objects
served by Q can be greater than the numerator of (8) since
other requests may be allowed to be served by some or all of
the cache nodes in Q. Let ρmax = maxQ⊆[2m]{ρQ}. We have
Theorem 3. [15, 16] Consider the above system. If ρmax <
1, then the Markov process is positive recurrent and has a
stationary distribution pi .
Proof of Lemma 11. We need to describe our system in the
language of Theorem 3. Define D(i) = {ah0(i),bh1(i)}. Let S
be an arbitrary subset of {A,B}. Define λS as:
• If S = {ai,b j} for some i and j, let
λS =∑
i≤k
(I(D(i) = S))piR, (9)
where I(·) is an indicator function that sets to 1 if and
only if its argument is true.
• Otherwise, λS = 0.
One can check that the above arrival process exactly de-
scribes our cache system. We next show that ρmax < 1.
Let Q ⊆ A∪ B. Let J ⊆ [k] be the largest set such that
for any i ∈ J, Γ(i) ⊆ Q. This implies Γ(J) ⊆ Q. On the
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other hand, because there is a perfect matching in G, we have
∑i∈J piR≤ (1− ε)|Γ(J)|T˜ . Therefore,
ρQ =
∑Q⊆AλQ
µQ
=
(1− ε)Γ(|J|)T˜
T˜ |Q| ≤ (1− ε). (10)
Therefore, ρmax < 1 and by Theorem 3, our process is sta-
tionary.
Lemma 4 and Lemma 11 imply Theorem 4.
Theorem 4 (Main Theorem). Let α be a suitable constant.
If k≤mβ for some constant β (i.e., k and m are polynomial-
related) and maxi(pi) ·R≤ T˜/2, then for any ε > 0, the sys-
tem is stationary for R = (1−ε)α ·mT˜ and any P, with high
probability for sufficiently large m.
A.4 Proof of Lemma 3
This section proves that when only one hash function is used,
with constant probability our system is not stationary. With-
out loss of generality, let piR = 1 for all i, T˜ > 1 be an ar-
bitrary constant, and k = m. Let h : [k]→ A∪B be the hash
function we use. We continue to build a bipartite graph, in
which the node set is U ∪V (U = {oi}i≤k and V = A∪B).
Also, an edge {u,v} is added if and only if h(u) = v. We
shall show that with constant probability there exists an S
such that
|S|> T˜ |Γ(S)|. (11)
This means even when T˜ is a constant times larger than
piR, with constant probability requests from S cannot be
properly handled (i.e., the request rate is larger than the pro-
cessing rate). We can use a standard anti-concentration re-
sult. Specifically we shall show that for a fixed v:
Pr
[
∃S : |S|= T˜ +1∧ (h(s) = v for all s ∈ S)
]
=Ω(1)
(12)
Define a sequence of indicator random variables {Xi}i≤k
such that Xi = 1 if and only if h(i) = v. Note that
Pr
[
∑
i≤k
Xi = T˜ +1
]
=
(
k
T˜ +1
)(
1
m
)T˜+1
≥
(
1
T˜ +1
)T˜+1
=Ω(1).
(13)
This shows (12) and completes the proof of Lemma 3.
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